
(leather products)

paper  tray

 

Yoshida-cho Makinohara-shi Kouiki Shisetsu Kumiai

Risaikuru Senta

TEL  0548-29-0425

Makinohara-shi Kankyou ka

TEL 0548-53-2609

〇Combustible gabeges should be placed in designated plastic bags of Yoshida and Makinohara cities.

〇All garbages should be used "Clear bags" to see inside. (except combustible)

※Don't allow to waste any industrial waste.

PET
BOTTLES

Yoshida-cho Makinohara-shi Kouiki Shisetu KumiaiRinse the container.

Seisou SentaRemove labels and caps,  
           and  dump to Plastic Garbage. TEL 0548-24-0530 (GARBAGE"ZERO")

PET  bottles

or to Makinohara City Hall (Kankyou or Shimin section).
small teapot ceramic ware china plant pot Thermometers

mirror cup mug
bottle

（Exception）
The mercury thermometers take to the recycling center

drug bottle earthen pot seasoning bottle broken glass 1.8 liter bottle vase

leisure sheet straw

GLASS bottle draft beer food container

polyethlene plastic case plastic model food container
container

Should be separated and through them in a separate bag of "pura" or "without pura".

 Rinse and remove any dirt or contents from insides and outsides. If the plastic material is very dirty, it's not possible to make the collection.

PLASTICS
GARBAGE
WITHOUT

"PURA"MARK

plastic bucket  pen CD case floppy disk a hose video tape cassete tape toy

Plastics used as a container

  or a package only.
cap label detergent bottle plastic bag detergent refill shampoo bottle plastic tray lunch container

net for 
noodle cup mayonnaise beans tray beverage container fruits

snack bag tube of fermented soy lactic acid wrapping film egg container

If it is too big and does not fit in the plasticbag, you can take it directly to the Recycling Center.

Lighters and spray cans must empty inside of the contents.
lighter

PLASTICS
GARBAGE
WITH

"PURA" MARK

oil container white tray seasoning bottle styrofoam instant

cutter cell phone toolbox kitchen knife spoon,fork spray can

tire chain
cord calculator food tray

fry pan razor blade provisions can umbrella spray gas candy can

electronic kettle cook pot aluminum wire scissors

Put in plastic bags (Yoshida-cho Makinohara-shi Kouiki Shisetsu Kumiai Shitei Bukuro) that is sold in supermarkets  

             or Home Centers.   You can also directly bring your oversized garbage to Seiso Center.
sponge

METALES

oil can steam iron aluminum can steel can extension

tennis raket plastic wrap chopsticks woolen clothes photo film&nega
of wood (max 3 bags)

cutting board a piece kitchen refuse stuffed toy wooden pail fallen leaves

bag paper bag diaper cushion shoes,sandals pillow

ENGLISH

Recycling  natural resources, separate and dispose the garbage as listed
below:

(Please put your trash out at designated place and collection date before 8:00 a.m.)

COMBUSTIBLE

GARBAGE

soccer ball rubber gloves baseball glove used fireworks wrapping paper clothes



 Tel 054-255-8285 Shizuoka-ken Sangyou Haikibutsu Kyoukai Shadan Houjin 

Gypsum wall board
Contact to the store where you purchased or a specialist.fire where you purchased. Chemical Prod. Bath Othersextinguisher

OTHERS
The fire extinguisher also must be Piano Paints

Products that are not collected by
Electrical piano Cylinder of gas

recycled.  Contact to the store Yoshida-cho Makinohara-shi Kouiki Shisetsu Kumiai
Water heater

INDUSTRIAL
WASTE

Aguricultural vinyl sheets Type of slate ★ Put in charge to Industrial waste traders.

Bottles (pesticiides) Plastics from industries        If you don't know the traders, get the information to call below:

Tel 0548-255-8285 Shizuoka-ken Sangyou Haikibutsu Kyoukai  Shadan Houjin.
Propane gas cylinders

PERSONAL
COMPUTER

The personal computer also must be recycled.

Contact directly to the store where you purchased or the personal

notebook desktop computers 3R promotion center by telephone 03-5282-7685.

AUTOMOBILE
PARTS

Contact to the dealershop nearest your home.

wheel tires

MOTORCYCLE
＆ MOTORBIKE

Vehicles of two wheels also should be recycled. 

Call a dealer nearest your home or recycling center below: 

      TEL  03-3598-8075motorbike motorcycle

a liquid clothes
machine television crystal TV dryer

Types of the garbages that can be made the collection or carry with you directly to the Recycling Center. 

HOME
APPLIANCES

These items should be followed by

the law, contact to the nearest electric

store to take care of them.
air conditioner freezer refrigerator washing CRT

You can carry directly to the Recycling Center.

TILES ＆
BRICKS

concrete blocks roof tiles Call (Tel 53-2609) and confirm the materials to 

bricks tiles       authorities, then bring them to waste center.

clock erectric toaster hair dryer telephone
cooker machine

audio machinery
recorder

fan vacuum cleaner electric rice oil  stove washing up luminaire fax

・Bringing those by a less than 2.000kg capacity car.

・Disassemble those as far as possible, and bring htem to Seiso Center.

HOUSEHOLD

APPLIANCES

microwave oven radio cassete blender airdust fan air cleaner sewing  machine toaster

tatami tent vacuum bottle zinc foil landry pole

・In case　of a large quantity of refuse, contact call Seiso Center (TEL0548-24-0530) and Rycycling Center(TEL0548-29-0425) .　 　

wood tree
tricycle equipment

guitar aquarium ski equipment snow board golf clubs large cans gas burner

cut into 20cm in
thickness(Ø)and

then
tie together in small

bundles.
push chair Monocycle infant car seat children's playground bicycle colored box suitcase cooler box venetian blind

dressing table desk carpet futon side board TV  rack

appliances milk carton
boxes boxes

OTHER

REFUSE

bed spring mattress chair, sofa cabinet dish closet

USED PAPERS
newspapers cardboard magazines rags

（Hosoe 4568-5） SIBAZAKI DENKI （Shizunami 730-1）

IIZUKA DENKI SHOUKAI （Katuma 432-5） MASUDA DENKITEN （Shizunami 865）

Support shops  to
recycle

（batteries and light)

MATSUYA DENKI （Hosoe 2041-5） IWAHORI DENKI （Hosoe　4150-1）

BEISIA DENKI （Hosoe 2071） KOBAYASI DENKI （Shizunami 766-1）

ASAI DENNKI

Shizunami komyuniti (静波防災センター）Sakabe kumin centa（坂部区民センター） you can carry the light bulbs

Hosoe komyuniti（細江防災センター） Seisou centa（清掃センター） to the recycling center

LED LIGHT
LIGHT
BULBS
＆

BATTERIES

LED light and Light bulbs  must be brought directly to the Recycling Center or support shops.

Batteries also must be brought to Public facilities or support shops below.
light bulbs LED lights bateries

Public facilities
(accept only batteries)

Katsumata kaikan　(勝間田会館） Kawasaki komyuniti（川崎防災センター） Risaikuru centa(リサイクルセンター）


